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T H E R M AL  P H YS I C S

TemperaTure and heaT flow
Hot and cold are just labels that identiy 

the direction in which thermal energy  

 (sometimes known as heat)  will be 

naturally transerred when two objects 

are placed in thermal contact.  This 

leads to the concept o the hotness  o 

an object.  The direction o the natural 

ow o thermal energy between two 

objects is  determined by the hotness  

o each object.  Thermal energy 

naturally ows rom hot to cold.

The temperature o an object is  a 

measure o how hot it is.  In other 

words,  i two objects are placed in 

thermal contact,  then the temperature 

dierence between the two objects will 

determine the direction o the natural 

transer o thermal energy.  Thermal 

energy is naturally transerred down  

the temperature dierence  rom 

high temperature to low temperature.  

Eventually,  the two objects would 

be expected to reach the same 

temperature.  When this happens,  

they are said to be in thermal 

equilibrium.

Heat is  not a substance that ows 

rom one object to another.  What 

has happened is that thermal energy 

has been transerred.  Thermal energy 

(heat)  reers to the non-mechanical 

transer o energy between a system 

and its surroundings.

direction  of transfer of thermal  energy

HOT COLD

examples:  Gases
For a given sample o a gas,  the pressure,  the volume  and the 

temperature  are all related to one another.  

  The pressure,  P,  is  the orce per unit area rom the gas acting 

at 90  on the container wall.  

p  =    
F
 _ 

A
  

The SI units o pressure are N m
- 2
 or Pa (Pascals) .   

1  Pa =  1  N m
- 2

Gas pressure can also be measured in atmospheres  

(1  atm   1 0
5
 Pa)

  The volume,  V,  o the gas is  measured in m
3
 or cm

3
  

(1  m
3
 =  1 06

 cm
3
)

  The temperature,  t,  o the gas is  measured in C  or
 
K

In order to investigate how these quantities are interrelated,  we 

choose:

  one quantity to be the independent variable ( the thing we 

alter and measure)

  another quantity to be the dependent variable ( the second 

thing we measure) .  

  The third quantity needs to be controlled ( i.e.  kept constant) .  

The specifc values that will be recorded also depend on the 

mass o gas being investigated and the type o gas being used 

so these need to be controlled as well.

Kelvin  and Celsius
Most o the time,  there are only two sensible temperature scales to chose  

between  the Kelvin scale and the Celsius scale.  

In order to use them,  you do not need to understand the details o how either o 

these scales has been defned,  but you do need to know the relation between them.  

Most everyday thermometers are marked with the Celsius scale and temperature is 

quoted in degrees Celsius ( C) .  

There is an easy relationship between a temperature T as measured on the Kelvin 

scale and the corresponding temperature t as measured on the Celsius scale.  The 

approximate relationship is

T (K)  =  t ( C)  +  273

This means that the size  o the units used on each scale is  identical,  but they have 

dierent zero points.  

C
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s 
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K
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0  K

100  K

200  K

300  K

400  K

630  K
600  K

500  K

700  K

373  K

273  K

-273  C

-200 C

-100 C

0  C

100 C

200 C

300 C

357  C

400 C

mercury  boi ls

water boi ls

water freezes

mercury  freezes

carbon  d ioxide  freezes

oxygen  boi ls

hydrogen  boi ls

Notice  the size  of the units is

identical  on  each  scale.

The Kelvin scale is an absolute thermodynamic temperature scale and a measurement on 

this scale is also called the absolute temperature.

Zero Kelvin is called absolute zero  ( see page 29) .

T  cct

3 Th e rm al  p h Ys i Cs
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miCrosCopiC vs maCrosCopiC
When analysing something physical,  we have a choice.  

  The macroscopic  point o view considers the system as a 

whole and sees how it interacts with its  surroundings.  

  The microscopic  point o view looks inside the system to 

see how its component parts interact with each other.

So ar we have looked at the temperature o a system in a 

macroscopic way,  but all objects are made up o atoms  and 

molecules.

According to kinetic theory  these particles are constantly in 

random motion  hence the name.  See below or more details.  

Although atoms and molecules are dierent things (a molecule 

is a combination o atoms) ,  the dierence is not important at 

this stage.  The particles can be thought o as little points  o 

mass with velocities that are continually changing.

heaT and worK
Many people have conused ideas about heat and work.  In 

answers to examination questions it is  very common to read,  

or example,  that heat rises   when what is  meant is  that the 

transer o thermal energy is upwards.

  When a orce moves through a distance,  we say that work 

is done.  Work is the energy that has been transmitted rom 

one system to another rom the macroscopic point o view.  

  When work is  done on a microscopic level ( i.e.  on 

individual molecules) ,  we say that heating has taken 

place.  Heat is  the energy that has been transmitted.  It can 

either increase the kinetic energy o the molecules or their 

potential energy or,  o course,  both.

In both cases energy is being transerred.

inTernal enerGY
I the temperature o an object changes then it must have 

gained (or lost)  energy.  From the microscopic point o view,  

the molecules must have gained (or lost)  this energy.  

The two possible orms are kinetic energy and potential energy.

resultant  force  back towards equi l ibrium

position  due to  neighbouring molecules

  molecule  has PE

speed  in  a  random direction

  molecule  has KE

v

equil ibrium

position

F

  The molecules have kinetic energy because they are 

moving.  To be absolutely precise,  a molecule can have 

either translational kinetic energy (the whole molecule is  

moving in a certain direction)  or rotational kinetic energy 

( the molecule is  rotating about one or more axes) .  

  The molecules have potential energy because o the 

intermolecular  orces.  I we imagine pulling two 

molecules urther apart,  this would require work against 

the intermolecular orces.  

The total energy that the molecules possess (random kinetic 

plus inter molecule  potential)  is  called the internal energy  

o a substance.  Whenever we heat a substance,  we increase its  

internal energy.  

Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy 

of the molecules in a substance.  

I two substances have the same temperature,  then their 

molecules have the same average kinetic energy.

KineTiC TheorY
Molecules are arranged in dierent ways depending on the 

phase  o the substance ( i.e.  solid,  liquid or gas) .

solids
Macroscopically,  solids have a fxed volume and a fxed shape.  

This is  because the molecules are held in position by bonds.  

However the bonds are not absolutely rigid.  The molecules 

vibrate around a mean (average)  position.  The higher the 

temperature,  the greater the vibrations.  

Each molecule  vibrates
around  a  mean
position.

Bonds
between
molecules

The molecules in  a  sol id  are  
held  close together by  the 
intermolecular bonds.

liquids
A liquid also has a fxed volume but its shape can change.  

The molecules are also vibrating,  but they are not completely 

fxed in position.  There are still strong orces between the 

molecules.  This keeps the molecules close to one another,  but 

they are ree to move around each other.

Each molecule  is  free  
to  move throughout  the  
l iquid  by  moving around  
its  neighbours.

Bonds between  
neighbouring 
molecules;  these can  
be made and  broken,  
a l lowing a  molecule  to  
move.

Gases
A gas will always expand to fll the container in which it is  

put.  The molecules are not fxed in position,  and any orces 

between the molecules are very weak.  This means that the 

molecules are essentially independent o one another,  but 

they do occasionally collide.  More detail is  given on page 31 .

Molecules in  random 
motion;  no  xed  bonds 
between  molecules so  
they  are free  to  move

ht    t  gy

molecules with  smal l

mass moving with

higher average speed

same temperature

v

M

molecules with  large

mass moving with

lower average speed

same average

kinetic energy V

m
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deiniTions and miCrosCopiC explanaTion
In theory,  i an object could be heated up with no energy loss,  

then the increase in temperature T depends on three things:

  the energy given to the object Q,

  the mass,  m,  and 

  the substance rom which the object is  made.

smal l  temperature

change since

more molecules

1000  J 1000  J

mass m
substance X

mass m
substance Y

dierent  temperature 

change

large temperature

change since fewer

molecules

Two dierent blocks with the same mass and same energy 

input will have a dierent temperature change.

We defne the thermal capacity  C o an object as the energy 

required to raise its temperature by 1  K.  Dierent objects 

(even dierent samples o the same substance)  will have 

dierent values o heat capacity.  Specifc heat capacity  is  

the energy required to raise a unit mass o a substance  

by 1  K.  Specifc  here just means per unit mass.  

In symbols,  

Thermal capacity C =    
Q
 _ 

T
   (J K- 1  or J C- 1 )

Specifc heat  

capacity
 c =    

Q
 _ 

(m  T)
   (J kg- 1  K- 1  or J kg- 1  C- 1 )

 Q =  mcT

Note

  A particular gas can have many dierent values o specifc heat 

capacity  it depends on the conditions used  see page 161 .

  These equations reer to the temperature dierence  

resulting rom the addition o a certain amount o energy.  In 

other words,  it generally takes the same amount o energy 

to raise the temperature o an object rom 25  C  to 35  C  as 

it does or the same object to go rom 402  C  to 412  C.  This 

is only true so long as energy is not lost rom the object.

  I an object is  raised above room temperature,  it starts to 

lose energy.  The hotter it becomes,  the greater the rate at 

which it loses energy.

time

te
m
p
er
a
tu

re increase in  

temperature if no  

energy  is  lost

increase in  

temperature

 in  a  real  situation

Temperature change o an object being heated at a 

constant rate

meThods o measurinG heaT CapaCiTies and 

speCiiC heaT CapaCiTies
The are two basic ways to measure heat capacity.  

1.  Electrical method

The experiment would be set up as below:

A

V

variable  power supply

heater ( placed  in  object)

voltmeter

ammeter

  the specifc heat capacity c =   
I t V
 _ 

m(T
2
 -  T

1
)
    .

Sources o experimental error

  loss o thermal energy rom the apparatus.

  the container or the substance and the heater will also be 

warmed up.  

  it will take some time or the energy to be shared 

uniormly through the substance.

2.  Method o mixtures

The known specifc heat capacity o one substance can be used 

to fnd the specifc heat capacity o another substance.

before

after

temperature  TA (hot) temperature  TB 

( cold)

temperature  Tmax

mix together

mass mA mass mB

Procedure:

  measure the masses o the liquids m
A
 and m

B
.

  measure the two starting temperatures T
A
 and T

B
.

  mix the two liquids together.

  record the maximum temperature o the mixture T
max

.

I no energy is lost rom the system then,  

energy lost by hot substance cooling down =  energy 

gained by cold substance heating up

m
A
 c

A
 (T

A
 -  T

max  
)  =  m

B
 c

B
 (T

max
 -  T

B  
)

Again,  the main source o experimental error is  the loss o 

thermal energy rom the apparatus;  particularly while the 

liquids are being transerred.  The changes o temperature o 

the container also need to be taken into consideration or a 

more accurate result.

scfc t  ccty
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p (tt)   tt   ltt  t

definiTions and miCrosCopiC view
When a substance changes phase,  the temperature remains 

constant even though thermal energy is still being transerred.
te
m
p
e
ra
tu
re
 /
 

C 500

400

300

200

100

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 145
time / min

molten  lead

l iquid  and

sol id  mix
sol id

Cooling curve or molten lead ( idealized)

The amount o energy associated with the phase change is 

called the latent heat.  The technical term or the change 

o phase rom solid to liquid is usion  and the term or the 

change rom liquid to gas is  vaporization.

The energy given to the molecules does not increase their 

kinetic energy so it must be increasing their potential energy.  

Intermolecular bonds are being broken and this takes energy.  

When the substance reezes bonds are created and this process 

releases energy.

It is  a very common mistake to think that the molecules must 

speed up during a phase change.  The molecules in water 

vapour at 1 00 C  must be moving with the same average 

speed as the molecules in liquid water at 1 00 C.  

The specifc latent heat  o a substance is  defned as the 

amount o energy per unit mass absorbed or released during a 

change o phase.

In symbols,  

Specifc latent heat L  =    
Q
 _ 

M
   (J kg- 1 )  Q  =  ML

In the idealized situation o no energy loss,  a constant rate 

o energy transer into a solid substance would result in a 

constant rate o increase in temperature until the melting 

point is  reached:

sol id  and  l iquid  mix

l iquid

sol id

energy  suppl ied/J

te
m
p
er
a
tu

re
/
C

Phase-change graph with temperature vs energy

In the example above,  the specifc heat capacity o the liquid is 

less than the specifc heat capacity o the solid as the gradient 

o the line that corresponds to the liquid phase is greater than 

the gradient o the line that corresponds to the solid phase.  

A given amount o energy will cause a greater increase in 

temperature or the liquid when compared with the solid.

meThods of measurinG
The two possible methods or measuring latent heats shown 

below are very similar in principle to the methods or 

measuring specifc heat capacities (see previous page) .

1 .  A method or measuring the specifc latent heat o 

vaporization o water

A

V

variable  power supply

set-up electrical  circuit

to  electrica l

circuit

water

beaker

heater

heater

voltmeter
ammeter

The amount o thermal energy provided to water at its boiling 

point is  calculated using electrical energy =  I t V.  The mass 

vaporized needs to be recorded.

  The specifc latent heat L  =     
I t V
 _ 

(m
1
 -  m

2
)
   .

Sources o experimental error

  Loss o thermal energy rom the apparatus.

  Some water vapour will be lost beore and ater timing.

2.  A method or measuring the specifc latent heat o 

usion o water

Providing we know the specifc heat capacity o water,  we can 

calculate the specifc latent heat o usion or water.  In the 

example below,  ice (at 0  C)  is  added to warm water and the 

temperature o the resulting mix is measured.

mass:  mwater +  m ice

temp.:  T mix

ice water

mix together

mass:  m ice

temp.:  0  C

mass:  mwater

temp.:  T C

I no energy is lost rom the system then,  

energy lost by water cooling down =  energy gained by ice

m
wate r

 c
wate r

 (T
wate r

 -  T
mix
)  =  m

ice
 L

u s ion
 +  m

ice
 c

wate r
 T

mix

Sources o experimental error

  Loss (or gain)  o thermal energy rom the apparatus.  

  I the ice had not started at exactly zero,  then there would 

be an additional term in the equation in order to account 

or the energy needed to warm the ice up to 0  C.  

  Water clinging to the ice beore the transer.  
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Th g  1

Gas laws
For the experimental methods shown below,  the graphs below 

outline what might be observed.

(a)  constant volume

(b)  constant pressure

(c)  constant temperature

-300 -200 -100 0 100

-300 -200 -100 0 100

volume / m3

p
re
ss

u
re
 /
 P
a

temp.  / C

temp.  / C

pressure / Pa

volume / m3

graph  extrapolates 

back to  -273  C

graph  extrapolates 

back to  -273  C

Points to note:

   Although pressure and volume both vary linearly with 

Celsius temperature,  neither pressure nor volume is  

proportional to Celsius temperature.  

   A dierent sample o gas would produce a dierent straight-

line variation or pressure (or volume)  against temperature 

but both graphs would extrapolate back to the same low 

temperature,  -273  C.  This temperature is known as 

absolute zero.

   As pressure increases,  the volume decreases.  In act they are 

inversely proportional.  

The trends can be seen more clearly i this inormation is  

presented in a slightly dierent way.

(1)  constant volume

(2)  constant pressure

(3)  constant temperature

absolute  temperature  / K

absolute  temperature  / K

p
re
ss

u
re
 /
 P
a

vo
lu
m
e
 /
 m

3
p
re
s
su

re
 /
 P
a

 / m-3
volume

1

From these graphs or a fxed mass o gas we can say that:

1 .  At constant V,  p    T or   
p
 _ 
T
   =  constant ( the pressure law)

2.  At constant p,  V   T or   
V
 _ 

T
   =  constant (Charless law)

3.  At constant T,  p      
1
 
_
 

V
   or p  V =  constant (Boyles  law)

These relationships are known as the ideal gas laws.  The 

temperature is  always expressed in Kelvin (see page 25) .  These 

laws do not always apply to experiments done with real gases.  

A real gas is  said to deviate  rom ideal behaviour under certain 

conditions (e.g.  high pressure) .

experimenTal invesTiGaTions
 1 .   Temperature t as  the independent variable;  P as  the 

dependent variable;  V as the control.

pressure  gauge
to  measure P

temperature  t  measured

xed volume of a ir
water ( or oi l )  bath

surface of water

air in
ask

  Fixed volume o gas is  trapped in the ask.  Pressure is 

measured by a pressure gauge.

  Temperature o gas altered by temperature o bath  time is  

needed to ensure bath and gas at same temperature.

 2 .   Temperature t as  the independent variable;  V as  the 

dependent variable;  P as  the control.

temperature t measured
capil lary  tube

water bath

scale  to  measure  V
( length  and  volume)

gas (a ir)
volume  Vzero  of scale

surface of water

bead  of
sulfuric acid

  Volume o gas is  trapped in capillary tube by bead o 

concentrated suluric acid.

  Concentrated suluric acid is used to ensure gas 

remains dry.

  Heating gas causes it to expand moving bead.  

  Pressure remains equal to atmospheric.

  Temperature o gas altered by temperature o bath;  time 

is needed to ensure bath and gas at same temperature.

 3 .   P as the independent variable;  V as the dependent variable;  

t as  the control.

air pump

pressure gauge
to measure  pscale  to

measure  V
( length  
and  volume) oi l  column

trapped  a ir

oi l

zero  of scale

surface of oi l

  Volume o gas measured against calibrated scale.

  Increase o pressure orces oil column to compress gas.

  Temperature o gas will be altered when volume is 

changed;  time is needed to ensure gas is  always at room 

temperature.
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T g  2

equaTion  of sTaTe
The three ideal gas laws can be combined together to produce 

one mathematical relationship.

  
pV
 _ 

T
   =  constant

This constant will depend on the  mass and  type o gas.

I we compare the value o this constant or dierent masses 

o dierent gases,  it turns out to depend on the number o 

molecules that are in the gas  not their type.  In this case 

we use the defnition o the mole to state that or n  moles o 

ideal gas

  
pV
 _ 

nT
   =  a universal constant.

The universal constant is  called the molar gas constant  R.  

The SI unit or R  is  J mol- 1  K- 1

R  =  8.314 J mol- 1  K- 1

Summary:    
pV
 _ 

nT
    =  R     Or p V =  n R T

definiTions
The concepts o the mole,  molar mass  and the Avogadro 

constant  are all introduced so as to be able to relate the mass 

o a gas (an easily measurable quantity)  to the number o 

molecules that are present in the gas.

Ideal gas   An ideal gas is  one that ollows the gas 

laws or all values o o P,  V and T ( see 

page 29) .  

Mole   The mole  is  the basic SI unit or 

amount o substance.  One mole  o 

any substance  is  equal to  the amount 

o that substance  that contains  the 

same number o particles  as  0.01 2  kg o 

carbon12  ( 1 2C) .  When writing the  unit 

it is  ( slightly)  shortened to  the  mol.  

Avogadro   This is the number o atoms in 0.012  kg

constant, N
A
 o carbon12  ( 1 2C) .  It is 6.02    1 02 3 .  

Molar mass   The mass o one mole o a substance 

is  called the molar mass.  A simple rule 

applies.  I an element has a certain mass 

number,  A,  then the molar mass will be 

A  grams.

 n  =    
N
 _ 

N
A

  

 number o moles =    
number o atoms

  __  
Avogadro constant

  

linK beTween The maCrosCopiC and 

miCrosCopiC
The equation o state or an ideal gas,  pV = nRT,  links the three 

macroscopic properties o a gas (p,  V and T) .  Kinetic theory 

(page 26)  describes a gas as being composed o molecules in 

random motion and or this theory to be valid,  each o these 

macroscopic properties must be linked to the microscopic 

behaviour o molecules.  

A detailed analysis o how a large number o randomly 

moving molecules interact beautiully predicts another 

ormula that allows the links between the macroscopic and 

the microscopic to be identifed.  The derivation o the ormula 

only uses Newtons laws and a handul o assumptions.  These 

assumptions describe rom the microscopic perspective what we 

mean by an ideal gas.  

The detail o this derivation is not required by the IB  syllabus but 

the assumptions and the approach are outlined on the ollowing 

page.  The result o this derivation is that the pressure and 

volume o the idealized gas are related to just two quantities:

pV =   
2
 _ 

3
   N 

__

 E 
K

  The number o molecules present,  N 

  The average random kinetic energy per molecule,   
__

 E 
K
.

Equating the right-hand side o this ormula with the right-  

hand side o the macroscopic equation o state or an ideal gas 

shows that:

nRT =   
2
 _ 

3
   N 

__

 E 
K

But n =   
N
 _ 

N
A

   ,  so

  
N
 _ 

N
A

    RT =   
2
 _ 

3
   N 

__

 E 
K
 

  

__

 E 
K  
=   

3
 _ 

2
      
R
 _ 

N
A

   T

R  ( the molar gas constant)  and N
A
 (Avogadro constant)  are 

fxed numbers so this equation shows that the absolute 

temperature is  proportional to the average KE per molecule

T   
__

 E 
K

The ratio   R __ 
N

A

   is  called the Boltzmanns constant k
B
.  k

B  
=   

R
 __ 

N
A

   

 
__

 E 
K 
=   

3
 _ 

2
   k

B
T =   

3
 _ 

2
      
R
 _ 

N
A

   T

example
a)   What volume will be occupied by 8  g o helium (mass 

number 4)  at room temperature (20 C)  and atmospheric 

pressure (1 .0   1 05  Pa)

n  =    
8
 _ 

4
    =  2  moles

T =  20 +  273  =  293  K

V =    
nRT
 _ p    =    

2    8.314   293
  __  

1 .0   1 05
    =  0.049 m3

b)   How many atoms are there in 8 g o helium (mass number 4)?

n  =    
8
 _ 

4
    =  2  moles

number o atoms  =  2    6.02    1 02 3  

=  1 .2    1 02 4

ideal Gases and real Gases
An ideal gas  is  a one  that ollows the gas  laws or all values 

o p,  V and T and thus ideal gases  cannot be  liquefed.  The 

microscopic description o an ideal gas  is  given on page  31 .  

Real gases,  however,  can approximate to  ideal behaviour 

providing that the intermolecular orces  are  small enough 

to be  ignored.  For this  to  apply,  the pressure/density o the 

gas must be  low and the  temperature  must be  moderate.
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mc        g

KineTiC model of an  ideal Gas
Assumptions:

  Newtons laws apply to molecular 

behaviour

  there are no intermolecular orces 

except during a collision

  the molecules are treated as points

  the molecules are in random motion

  the collisions between the molecules 

are elastic (no energy is lost)

  there is no time spent in these 

collisions.

The pressure o a gas is  explained as 

ollows:

The pressure o a gas is  a result o 

collisions between the molecules and the 

walls o the container.

before

after

result

wal l

wal l

overal l  force

on  molecule

overal l  force

on  wal l

A single molecule hitting the walls o the 

container.

   When a molecule bounces o the 

walls  o a container its  momentum  

changes (due to the change in 

direction  momentum is a vector) .

   There must have been a orce on the 

molecule rom the wall (Newton II) .

   There must have been an equal and 

opposite orce on the wall rom the 

molecule (Newton III) .

   Each time there is a collision between 

a molecule and the wall,  a orce is  

exerted on the wall.

   The average o all the microscopic 

orces on the wall over a period o 

time means that there is eectively a 

constant orce on the wall rom the gas.

   This orce per unit area o the wall is  

what we call pressure.

P =    
F
 
_ 
A
  

Since the temperature o a gas is a measure 

o the average kinetic energy o the 

molecules,  as we lower the temperature o 

a gas the molecules will move slower.  At 

absolute zero,  we imagine the molecules 

to have zero kinetic energy.  We cannot go 

any lower because we cannot reduce their 

kinetic energy any urther!

pressure law
Macroscopically,  at a constant  

volume the pressure o a gas is  

proportional to its temperature in 

kelvin (see page 29) .  Microscopically 

this can be analysed as ollows

   I the temperature o a gas goes up,  

the molecules have more average 

kinetic energy  they are moving 

aster on average.

   Fast moving molecules will have a 

greater change o momentum when 

they hit the walls o the container.

   Thus the microscopic orce rom 

each molecule will be greater.

   The molecules are moving aster so 

they hit the walls more oten.

   For both these reasons,  the total 

orce on the wall goes up.

   Thus the pressure goes up.

low temperature high  temperature

constant volume
low pressure high  pressure

Microscopic justifcation o the 

pressure law

Charless law
Macroscopically,  at a constant pressure,  

the volume o a gas is  proportional to 

its temperature in kelvin (see page 29) .  

Microscopically this can be analysed as 

ollows

   A higher temperature means aster 

moving molecules (see let) .

   Faster moving molecules hit the 

walls with a greater microscopic 

orce (see let) .  

   I the volume o the gas increases,  

then the rate at which these 

collisions take place on a unit area 

o the wall must go down.

   The average orce on a unit area o 

the wall can thus be the same.

  Thus the pressure remains the same.

high  volume

low temperature high  temperature

constant
pressure

low volume

Microscopic justifcation o 

Charless law

boYles law
Macroscopically,  at a constant 

temperature,  the pressure o a gas is  

inversely proportional to its volume 

(see page 29) .  Microscopically this can 

be seen to be correct.

   The constant temperature o gas 

means that the molecules have a 

constant average speed.  

   The microscopic orce that each 

molecule exerts on the wall will 

remain constant.

   Increasing the volume o the 

container decreases the rate with 

which the molecules hit the wall  

average total orce decreases.

   I the average total orce decreases 

the pressure decreases.

high  pressure low pressure

constant
temperature

low volume high  volume

Microscopic justifcation o Boyles law
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ib  questons  thermal  physcs
The following information relates to questions 1  and 2 below.

A substance is heated at a constant rate o energy transer.   

A graph o its  temperature against time is  shown below.

K

L M

N O

P

time

te
m
p
e
ra
tu
re

1 .  Which regions o the graph correspond to the substance 

existing in a mixture o two phases?

A.  KL,  MN and OP

B.  LM and NO

C.  All regions

D.  No regions

2.  In which region o the graph is  the specifc heat capacity o 

the substance greatest?

A.  KL

B.  LM

C.  MN

D.  OP

3.  When the volume o a gas is  isothermally compressed to 

a smaller volume,  the pressure exerted by the gas on the 

container walls increases.  The best microscopic explanation 

or this pressure increase is  that at the smaller volume

A.  the individual gas molecules are compressed

B.  the gas molecules repel each other more strongly

C.  the average velocity o gas molecules hitting the wall is greater

D.  the requency o collisions with gas molecules with the 

walls is  greater

4.  A lead bullet is fred into an iron plate,  where it deorms and 

stops.  As a result,  the temperature o the lead increases by an 

amount T.  For an identical bullet hitting the plate with twice 

the speed,  what is the best estimate o the temperature increase?

A.  T

B.  2  T

C.  2  T

D.  4 T

5.  In winter,  in some countries,  the water in a swimming pool 

needs to be heated.

a)  Estimate the cost o heating the water in a typical swimming 

pool rom 5  C  to a suitable temperature or swimming.  You 

may choose to consider any reasonable size o pool.

 Clearly show any estimated values.  The ollowing 

inormation will be useul:

Specifc heat capacity o water 4186 J kg- 1  K- 1

Density o water 1 000 kg m- 3

Cost per kW h o electrical energy $0.10

(i)  Estimated values [4]

( ii)  Calculations [7]

b)  An electrical heater or swimming pools has the ollowing 

inormation written on its  side:

50 Hz 2.3  kW

( i)  Estimate how many days it would take this  

heater to heat the water in the swimming pool.  [4]

(ii)  Suggest two reasons why this can only be an 

approximation.  [2]

6.  a)   A cylinder ftted with a piston contains 0.23  mol o  

helium gas.

piston

hel ium gas

The ollowing data are available or the helium with the 

piston in the position shown.

 Volume =  5 .2    1 0- 3
 m

3

 Pressure =  1 .0    1 05  Pa

 Temperature =  290 K

(i)  Use the data to calculate a value or the universal  

gas constant.  (2)

 ( ii)  State the assumption made in the calculation  

in (a) ( i) .  (1 )

7.  This question is about determining the specifc latent heat o 

usion o ice.

A student determines the specifc latent heat o usion o 

ice at home.  She takes some ice rom the reezer,  measures 

its mass and mixes it with a known mass o water in an 

insulating jug.  She stirs until all the ice has melted and 

measures the fnal temperature o the mixture.  She also 

measured the temperature in the reezer and the initial 

temperature o the water.

She records her measurements as ollows:

Mass o ice used

Initial temperature o ice

m
i

T
i

0.1 2  kg

-12  C

Initial mass o water

Initial temperature o water

m
w

T
w

0.40 kg

22  C

Final temperature o mixture T


1 5  C

The specifc heat capacities o water and ice are  

c
w
 =  4.2  kJ kg- 1  C- 1  and c

i
 =  2 .1  kJ kg- 1  C- 1

a)  Set up the appropriate equation,  representing energy 

transers during the process o coming to thermal 

equilibrium,  that will enable her to solve or the 

specifc latent heat L
i
 o ice.  Insert values into the 

equation rom the data above,  but do not solve  

the equation.  [5]

b)  Explain the physical meaning o each energy transfer 

term  in your equation (but not each symbol) .  [4]

c)  State an assumption you have made about the 

experiment,  in setting up your equation in (a) .  [1 ]

d)  Why should she take the temperature o  

the mixture immediately  ater all the ice  

has melted? [1 ]

e)  Explain rom the microscopic point o view,  in terms 

o molecular behaviour,  why the temperature o the 

ice does not increase while it is  melting.  [4]

I B  Q u E S T I o n S    T H E R M AL  P H YS I C S

       


